We got a _________ tour of the zoo for my uncle’s wedding. First we went to the _________ section to see the bears, lions, and monkeys. We leaned on the _________ fence as we stood there admiring the animals. Some beautiful plants were starting to _________ right by the flamingoes! They were near the water, and there was also a big, grassy _________ nearby where we could eat snacks. When I asked the tour guide about flamingoes, he knew a lot about the _________ . In _________ , he gave us a lot of _________ information about hippos, which are my dad’s favorite animal. I got a peacock _________ from the shop, and tried to balance it on my finger. I love to learn about animals, so maybe someday I will learn enough for them to _________ me!
We got a private tour of the zoo for my uncle’s wedding. First we went to the mammal section to see the bears, lions, and monkeys. We leaned on the steel fence as we stood there admiring the animals. Some beautiful plants were starting to blossom right by the flamingoes! They were near the water, and there was also a big, grassy field nearby where we could eat snacks. When I asked the tour guide about flamingoes, he knew a lot about the topic. In addition, he gave us a lot of factual information about hippos, which are my dad’s favorite animal. I got a peacock feather from the shop, and tried to balance it on my finger. I love to learn about animals, so maybe someday I will learn enough for them to hire me!